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I-Novel Authors in the Media?Kasai Zenzo
Yoshiaki YAMAMOTO
As an I-novel author who wrote candidly about his own destructive life, Kasai Zenzo has 
made a definite mark for himself in the history of modern Japanese literature. However, this 
ignores the fact that he became active in the literary world in an economically golden age 
following the Taisho period, and that he received high acclaim as “Waseda Shiga”?Kasai 
went to Waseda University and Naoya Shiga was another author?and as an author with 
140
humanitarian ideals when he finally made his debut. The reason for Kasai being 
acknowledged in this manner was his consciousness of the then-current heyday of 
humanitarianism. By molding leading characters, he took a strategic stance that essentially 
criticized a contemporary society that saw money as the source of all power.
However, the acceptance of this strategy was short lived. Fame and fortune transformed 
Kasai into a popular writer and in satisfying the demands of the media, the literary world 
changed. From the latter half of 1919, Kasai’s contact with society became sparse and he 
began to concentrate on aspects surrounding himself for his I-novel. In short, it is possible 
to say that Kasai Zenzo is product of the golden era of the literary world which arose in the 
then-favorable conditions of the publishing industry.
?Key Words: Kasai Zenzo, I-novel, Waseda Shiga, humanitarianism, parody
